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Presentation Overview


5G networks are a cornerstone for smart
transport (among others) ecosystems



The activities/experience of University of Patras
related with 5G ecosystems creation





Establishing collaborations with Greek/European
Organizations (including Companies, Industry
Associations, Research Centers, Policy makers and VCs;
i.e. Phaistos Fund)



Setting-up a National “5G Competence Center” based on
a Public-Private Partnership (PPP) model



Assisting the formation of International Innovation
Ecosystems (e.g. 5G Techritory), with a focus on smart
transport

EC funding for creation of high-tech ecosystems
and smart transport corridors


Example Initiatives/projects to support the
establishment of the Greek Innovation ecosystem
on smart transport
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5G networks affect all vertical
markets of the global economy


5G will enable $12
Trillion of global
economic activity by
2035!



All major sectors of
the economy are
impacted in a major
way, with the
“Lion’s Share” taken
by the ICT sector,
with Transport
following closely

B5G@UPatras Facility Site

UPatras B5G Group (includes 4 Labs)
EU Funded Projects & Collaborations


Participation in 15 5G-related Projects, covering almost all
topics in 5G, attracting funding in excess of € 20MEuros



As a result of the projects’ activities’ we have established
collaboration links with many companies & institutions (and
more are underway), thus establishing a pan-EU ecosystem
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Example: 5G INDUCE EU Project on
Smart Logistics & Smart Supply Chains

Inputs:
• Factory resources monitoring – (IoT)
• ERP information (non IoT resources)
• Operational data (IoT)
• Third party data

Smart Logistics & Smart SC
5G NetApp

Outputs: Optimized Scheduling, KPIs:
• Average cost per resource
• Total transportation cost (KMs)
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• % of damaged
items reduction
• % of critical levels excess reduction

UPatras collaborations with “5G Phaistos
Fund” & SEKEE to support 5G Innovations


The partnerships aspire to encourage innovation and
entrepreneurship in the areas of 5G and to promote the use of
Greece’s human capital and its connection with the market.


Phaistos Investment Fund is an innovative initiative of the Greek
State based on specific insights regarding 5G. By utilizing 25% of the
proceeds from the 5G auction (over 125ME), Phaistos Investment
Fund is focusing on investments in specialized 5G-related products
and services



SEKEE (“Hellenic Association of Innovative Application
Companies of Greece”) was initially established as the “Association
of Mobile Application Companies of Greece” in 2010 and currently
represents a dynamic industry sector in Greece (perhaps the fastest
growing) with more than 75 companies providing employment to more
than 4,000 employees, including 1,000 highly educated scientists, with
a total turnover of around € 400M.
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B5G@UPatras leads the National PPP
Competence Center focusing on 5/6G


The Greek Government
decided to fund 4
Competence Centers
focusing on emerging ICT
fields with high
innovation/commercializatio
n potential



B5G@UPatras led a
proposal on the
establishment of a
Competence Center
focusing on B5G research
(involving over 20
companies)



The proposal was accepted,
and the Center will kick-start
operations within 2021 (in
the next couple of months).


Initial funding for setup and
18 months operation
~2.25MEuros
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EC’s efforts to create Innovation
Ecosystems (DIHs & CCs)


Building on and complementing the various national initiatives for
digitizing industry, EC aspires to act as a catalyst to trigger further
investments in the digitization of industry and support the digital
industrial revolution.



The more important pillars of EC’s initiatives towards the
assistance of the Digitisation of European Industry, is the activity
to develop ecosystems based on the so-called “Digital Innovation
Hubs (DIHs)” and technology infrastructure driven “Competence
Centres - CCs) that support the ecosystem partners with pilots and
experimentation of digital innovations.




Both DIHs and CCs are based on multi-partner cooperation (including
organizations like RTOs, universities, industry associations, chambers of
commerce, incubator/accelerators, regional development agencies and
even governments) that have strong linkages with service providers
outside of their region supporting them with access to their services.

The Commission has allocated 500M€ over the next 5 years from
Horizon 2020 budget to support the development of DIHs & CCs.


In Greece 12 CCs were approved with a total funding of 22MEuros

5G Techritory Forum: Α best practice example


5G Techritory, an initiative of the Latvian Government, has become
Europe’s leading 5G ecosystem forum, that connects business
leaders and decision-makers with the goal to jointly explore
opportunities for growth.


Out of the discussions that were initiated at the Forum, under
the auspices of the Council of Ministers, important
initiatives/projects were initiated or were streamlined towards
efficient implementation involving cross-country collaborations.



Examples (related with smart transport) are:


The Rail Baltica project



The Digital Baltic Sea project
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EU’s ITS community at 5G Techritory


Strong presence of ERTICO – ITS EUROPE at the
global 5G Techritory forum:
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5GT Session on “European 5G Ecosystems”


This was one of the most important sessions of the
forum, since the formation of Regional and National 5G
ecosystems is a prerequisite for leveraging the
potential of the underlying network technologies and
the offering of associated services



The panelists emphasized the importance of crosscountry and national 5G Smart Transport Corridors
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Funding for Trans-European
Transport Networks?


Under the CEF programme, €23.2 billion was available
for grants from the EU’s 2014-2020 budget to co-fund
Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) projects in
the EU Member States.


Since 2014, the first CEF programming year, six
waves of calls for project proposals have been
launched (every year since 2014).



In total, CEF supported over 950 projects.



Now we are in the era of CEF2 (seven-year period of
2021-2027). Deadlines (single-stage) for submitting the
proposals is set for 19 January 2022.



EU CINEA (European Climate, Infrastructure and
Environment Executive Agency) has launched a call for
proposals under the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) for
Transport funding instrument, that will make EUR 7
billion available for projects aiming to build, upgrade
and improve European transport infrastructure.
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Benefit from the introduction of 5G
networks in transport for Greece


Europe’s “5G Action Plan” had set ambitious
objectives for pan-European deployment of 5G
connectivity infrastructure along major transport
paths by 2025.




These “5G smart automotive corridors” are expected to
be a key enabler for connected and automated mobility
and for the development of innovative ecosystems
around cars and other means of transport.

As stated in a relevant study, for Greece, the
benefit from the implementation of 5G networks
in transport is expected to contribute cumulatively
until 2030 an amount of about EUR 2.3 billion.
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Greece is setting-up the
“Connected Motorways” project


The “Connected Motorways” project is an initiative of the
Greek State and comes to serve the Gigabit Society targets
for 2023, where the set-target is: “All urban areas and all
major terrestrial transport paths to have uninterrupted 5G
coverage”.



The project includes the development of 5G networks that
will provide coverage of all Greek motorways that are part
of the Trans-European Transport Networks. The aim of the
“Connected Motorways” project is to develop the necessary
infrastructure that will serve the needs for Connected and
Autonomous Mobility.


The initiative is expected to accelerate private investments in
supply chain, improve productivity of the transport sector,
reduce road accidents, and limit greenhouse gas emissions.



The project also covers the requirements arising from the LOI
signed by the country, in the framework of Europe's crosscountry 5G corridor pilot project for the Thessaloniki-Sofia19
Belgrade (EL-BG-RS) axis.

Project Scope


The scope of the project is to investigate, identify,
and develop the required elements on network
infrastructure so as to develop smart automobile
capabilities along the Greek highways
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5G National Corridors - Ecosystem



Highways Operators

Ιόνια Οδός



5G Networks Operators
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Services Providers, end-users, etc.

Opportunities – Business Model


The implementation of smart driving will reduce car
accidents and human losses.


With 5G the data will be reliable enough for vehicles to receive
details about upcoming speed restrictions and adjust their
speed accordingly while the next step would be their fully
automated course.



Moreover, with smart driving it is foreseen that road
transport will be improved in time, cost and CO2 emissions
improving the environmental footprint of transport.



The development of 5G networks supporting autonomous
vehicle traffic on motorways will lead to the emergence of
new business models and opportunities.



The main relevant ecosystem players include end-users,
CAM service providers, network providers, and motorway
operators, etc.


In a basic business model, end-users will be required to pay a
CAM user fee to their respective providers, part of which is
attributed to the network provider (end of use of a data
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connectivity service).

Use Cases (Long term)


Vehicles Platooning



Advanced Driving



Extended Sensors for V2X applications



Autonomous/Remote Driving



Vehicle quality of service support



Situational Awareness
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Use cases (short term)




Operational applications


Road conditions (deterioaration of road surface)



Accidents recording & immediate alerts



Incident's recording (animals' movements, dead
animals, careless driving, etc.)

Environmental application




Environemental conditions (weather, rain/snow
conditions that affect the quality of surface, fires &
smoke, etc.)

Health & Safety applications


Acceleration, deceleration, side G’s



Drivers' performance & fatique continous monitoring



Immediate feedback on control center & alerting
mechanishms
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A longer-term proposal: Setting-up smart
5G Mediterranean Sea Corridors?



Requires longer term planning and collaboration among
many countries



However, agreements can be set-up in stages


e.g. Greece-Cyprus-Italy & Greece-Italy-France-Spain
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Summary


5G networks are a cornerstone for smart transport



University of Patras leads the National 5G
ecosystem



Significant EC funding available for creation of
high-tech ecosystems and smart transport corridors



Example initiatives/projects to support the
establishment of the Greek Innovation ecosystem
on smart transport were discussed



Concluding remark: We should seek and discuss a
closer collaboration between ITS Hellas and π-ΝΕΤ!
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Thank you for
your attention!
Prof. Dr. Ioannis Tomkos
email:
itom@ece.upatras.gr
Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-ioannis-tomkos-086b102/

